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Abstract. An expression for the transmission matrix based conductance is
provided for the propagation of scalar waves in certain bifurcated discrete
waveguides using the paradigm of a three-terminal Landauer–Bu¨ttiker junction. It
is found that the conductance across the terminals of bifurcated branches forming
a sharp corner, interpreted as a controller of ‘leakage’ flux, can be tuned by
manipulating the number of channels and the type of lateral confinement. Natural
applications in engineering and science arise in the context of nanoscale transport
involving elastic, phononic, or electronic waves. In particular, the paper includes
a discussion of temperature dependent thermal conductance, assuming only the
contribution of out-of-plane phonons, along with some graphical illustrations.
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1. Introduction1
Many current technological blueprints often involve phononic [1], photonic [2, 3], and2
electronic [4, 5], transport in nanostructures. The critical issues are often analyzed3
using the governing equations which have similar mathematical structure. In this4
paper, one such prototype discrete model of a three-terminal junction [6] is used to5
investigate phonon scattering and transmission. The structure is based on a classical6
problem in wave mechanics, in the continuum framework, which is also called the7
bifurcated parallel waveguide problem [7, 8, 9]. With Dirichlet boundary conditions on8
the outer walls and on the inserted half-plane, positioned asymmetrically in general,9
edge scattering of the incident wave gives rise to the propagating and evanescent10
waveguide modes in all the three regions: above as well as below the bifurcation and the11
intact region. Incidence from narrow waveguide portions, as well as the replacement12
of Dirichlet conditions by Neumann boundary conditions follow analogous treatments13
[10].14
The prototype model of this paper consists of two-dimensional square lattice15
waveguides, alternatively interpreted as coupled one-dimensional discrete chains. The16
‘perfect’ waveguides are joined together by a ‘bifurcation’-shaped junction allowing17
maximum N channels (due to 1D- chains) in the terminal on one side and a set18
of maximum Na and Nb channels on the two terminals on other side of bifurcation19
(as schematically shown in Fig. 1). In case of crack induced bifurcation, referred20
as type I, N = Na + Nb while for the rigid constraint induced bifurcation, referred21
as type II, N = Na + Nb + 1. The time harmonic response of such three terminal22
junction exhibits several remarkable properties. At a given frequency, there are NI ,23
NA, and NB propagating wave modes (channels) in the three terminals, while the24
incident wave mode can occur in any of the three terminals (Fig. 1). The existing25
theoretical approach using mode-matching [6], in conjunction with the provision of26
an exact solution [11] (henceforth, the same [11] will be referred as Part I) of the27
system, allows to obtain the scattering matrix for such three terminal junctions. In28
fact, it is found that the three terminal junction acts as an effective phonon splitter29
whose characteristics can be controlled by varying its structural parameters, namely30
Na and Nb. For example, there exist frequency intervals in the pass band of the bulk31
lattice structure where the reflectance is negligible, as well as those regions where the32
transmittance is very small, for waves incident from the intact portion. It can be33
envisaged that the techniques and results of the paper assume qualitative relevance to34
more complex physical systems. [7, 12, 13, 14].35
Outline The second section captures the details for reflectance and transmittance36
characteristics based on the asymptotic expansion of exact solution and mode37
matching method. The 3× 3 conductance matrix comprising the appropriate sums of38
transmission coefficients, following Landauer–Bu¨ttiker formalism, is elaborated in the39
third section. The fourth section is devoted to some critical observations concerning40
symmetrically located bifurcation, thermal transport assuming only the contribution41
of out-of-plane phonons, and the electronic transport. Concluding remarks appear in42
the end, while additional details are provided in three appendices.43
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Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the three directions of incidence and
associated parameters, such as, channels in terminals, indices for channels, symbol
for asymptotic states, etc, for the bifurcated waveguides. The subscript on u
denotes the channel for the incident wave while the superscript denotes the portion
into which the wave field is asymptotically evaluated.
2. Reflection and transmission coefficients in bifurcated waveguides1
Let SN denote a two-dimensional strip of the square lattice strip with N number of2
rows of particles. An out-of-plane motion of the particles is considered assuming each3
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Figure 2. Bifurcated waveguides type I (a, b, c) of square lattice structure
(induced by a semi-infinite crack, i.e. ‘discrete Neumann’) and type II (a′, b′, c′)
(induced by a semi-infinite rigid constraint, i.e. ‘discrete Dirichlet’).
particle has unit mass. An interaction with atmost four nearest neighbours, through1
linearly elastic identical (massless) bonds with a spring constant 1/b2, leads to a2
quasi-one dimensional physical system of particles that allows propagation of waves.3
Let the (complex valued) out-of-plane displacement, of a typical particle with lattice4
coordinates (x, y) ∈ Z2, be denoted by ux,y. The equation of motion of away from5
boundaries is easily found to be b2u¨x,y = 4ux,y, where 4ux,y:=ux+1,y + ux−1,y +6
ux,y+1 + ux,y−1 − 4ux,y. On the other hand, at the upper and lower outer boundary7
either (1) b2u¨x,y = ux+1,y +ux−1,y +ux,y−1− 4ux,y or (2) b2u¨x,y = ux+1,y +ux−1,y +8
ux,y−1−3ux,y and either (3) b2u¨x,y = ux+1,y+ux−1,y+ux,y+1−4ux,y or (4) b2u¨x,y =9
ux+1,y + ux−1,y + ux,y+1 − 3ux,y respectively, corresponding to the free boundary10
condition or that arising due to attachment to a fixed wall. In case of type I bifurcation,11
crack corresponds to broken bonds between y = 0 and y = −1, while type II bifurcation12
involves fixed sites at y = 0. It is clear that on the crack faces (resp. on rows adjacent13
to constraint) (2) holds at y = −1 (resp. (1) at y = −1) and (4) at y = 0 (resp. (3)14
at y = 1) for x < 0. A schematic illustration of the different kinds of boundaries is15
provided in Fig. 2.16
Suppose ui denotes incident wave mode with frequency ω and a lattice wave
number κx along x. Due to the confined geometry, u
i (any of the waves u˜i, or ub˜a ,
or u˜ib , following the notation for channel indices as schematically shown in Fig. 1) is
naturally expressed in terms of a normal mode [15] e(κi) ∈ CN (indexed by κi), i.e. ‡
uix,y:=Ae(κi)νe
−iκxx−iωt, (x, y) ∈ Z2N, (1)
‡ For convenience of notation during the application of the normal mode analysis [15], etc, ν is used
in place of y such that the lattice row at y is mapped to ν = y +Nb + 1, for example, lowest row at
y = −Nb is mapped to ν = 1.
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where A ∈ C is constant. Letω be defined asω:=bω. Indeed,ω and κx satisfy the well
known dispersion relation for square lattice, i.e. ω2 = 4(sin2 12κx + sin
2 1
2ηκi),κx ∈
[−pi, pi], where the expression for ηκi depends on outer boundary conditions [15]. In
the remaining text, the factor e−iωt is suppressed. The total displacement field ut
(= uix,y + ux,y) satisfies the discrete Helmholtz equation
4utx,y +ω2utx,y = 0,
with ω = ω1 + iω2,ω2 > 0.
(2)
away from any outer boundary of the waveguides or the bifurcation (Fig. 2). The1
complete solution for all three types of incidences, as schematically shown in Fig.2
1, can be obtained using the Wiener-Hopf method. In particular, Part I provides3
extensive analysis for the wave incident from the cracked portion of the waveguide,4
i.e. the top of Fig. 1, while a brief discussion also appears in its §7.4 for the incidence5
from the bifurcated portion, i.e. terminals A,B. See Appendix Appendix A for the6
detailed analysis of the latter.7
Using the exact solution, it is found that the total (far-field) displacement field
for the type I bifurcation with incidence from the right side (same as Eq. (4.6) of Part
I), i.e. terminal I, is given by
utx,y ∼ Ae(κi)νzxP + A
D+(zP )
N+(zP )
∑
z∈Z+I
(e(κi)Nb+1 − e(κi)Nb)e(κz)νzx
e(κz)Nb+1 − e(κz)Nb
1
z − zP
N+(z)
D′+(z)
utx,y ∼ A
D+(zP )
N+(zP )
∑
z∈Z−AB
(e(κi)Nb+1 − e(κi)Nb)e(κz)νzx
e(κz)Nb+1 − e(κz)Nb
1
z − zP
D−(z)
N′−(z)
,
(3)
as x → +∞ and x → −∞, respectively, where e(κz) refer to the outgoing modes and
other entities such as Z±· , N, D (N±,D± are the multiplicative Wiener-Hopf factors
of N, D, respectively), etc, are stated below. The total displacement field for the type
II bifurcation with incidence (same as Eq. (4.9) of Part I) from the terminal I is given
by
utx,y ∼ Ae(κi)νzxP + A
N+(zP )
D+(zP )
∑
z∈Z+I
Q (zP )e(κi)Nb+1
Q (z)e(κz)Nb+1
1
zP − z−1q
z − z−1q
z − zP
D+(z)
N′+(z)
e(κz)νz
x,
utx,y ∼ A
N+(zP )
D+(zP )
∑
z∈Z−AB
Q (zP )e(κi)Nb+1
e(κz)Nb+2 + e(κz)Nb
1
zP − z−1q
z − z−1q
z − zP
N−(z)
D′−(z)
e(κz)νz
x,
(4)
as x→ +∞ and x→ −∞, respectively. Above can be identified with (B.1), assuming8
zP (:=e
−iκx) corresponds to the index i˜. The key elements of the Wiener–Hopf9
formulation are summarized in Table 1 and 2 (The superscript † refers to Part I,10
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Table 1. Wiener–Hopf kernel ((2.8)†, (7.8)†) related details for type I
S.no strip N Na Nb D Figure
(a) S◦•• VNaVNb VNa VNb UN 2(a)
†
(b) S◦◦◦ HUNa−1UNb−1 HUNa−1 HUNb−1 HUN−1 2(b)
†
(c) S◦•◦ H VNaUNb−1 VNa HUNb−1 VN 2(c)
†
Table 2. Wiener–Hopf kernel ((3.4a)†, (A.14)) related details for type II
S.no strip N D˚ D˚a D˚b Figure
(a’) S••• UN UNaUNb UNa UNb 2(a’)
†
(b’) S•◦◦ HUN−1 VNaVNb VNa VNb 2(b’)
†
(c’) S••◦ VN UNaVNb UNa VNb 2(c’)
†
and H = Q − 2 = 2(ϑ− 1), with Q defined in (A.2). Recall that N = Na +Nb for the1
type I bifurcation. and N = Na + Nb + 1 for the type II bifurcation.), as the results2
based on them have used in this paper; in particular, the expressions for N and D.3
In (3), (4), the sets of z∗ (= e−iξ∗), describing the propagating waves of the
general form (1), corresponding to outgoing waves are
Z+I =
{
{z∗ ∈ T
∣∣D+(z∗) = 0}, type I
{z∗ ∈ T
∣∣N+(z∗) = 0}, type II ,
Z−AB = Z
−
A ∪ Z−B ,
where Z−A =
{
{z∗ ∈ T
∣∣Na−(z∗) = 0}, type I
{z∗ ∈ T
∣∣D˚a−(z∗) = 0}, type II ,
Z−B =
{
{z∗ ∈ T
∣∣Nb−(z∗) = 0}, type I
{z∗ ∈ T
∣∣D˚b−(z∗) = 0}, type II .
(5)
Correspondingly, the sets of zP corresponding to incoming waves are
Z−I = Z
+
I , Z
+
AB = Z
+
A ∪ Z+B , Z+A = Z+A , Z+B = Z+B . (6)
Note that #Z+I = #Z
−
I , etc.4
Similar to (3) and (4), for the incidence from the left (as remarked before, the
relevant details are provided in Appendix Appendix A),
utx,y ∼ Ae(κi)νzxP + A
N−(zP )
D−(zP )
∑
Z+I
v(κi)
v(κz)
e(κz)νz
x
z − zP
N+(z)
D′+(z)
utx,y ∼ A
N−(zP )
D−(zP )
∑
Z−AB
v(κi)
v(κz)
e(κz)νz
x
z − zP
D−(z)
N′−(z)
,
(7)
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for type I bifurcation, as x→ +∞ and x→ −∞, respectively, and
utx,y ∼ Ae(κi)νzxP + A
D−(zP )
N−(zP )
∑
z∈Z+I
(e(κi)Nb+2 + e(κi)Nb)
Q (z)e(κz)Nb+1
1
zP − z−1q
z − z−1q
z − zP
D+(z)
N′+(z)
e(κz)νz
x,
utx,y ∼ A
D−(zP )
N−(zP )
∑
z∈Z−AB
(e(κi)Nb+2 + e(κi)Nb)
e(κz)Nb+2 + e(κz)Nb
1
zP − z−1q
z − z−1q
z − zP
N−(z)
D′−(z)
e(κz)νz
x,
(8)
for type II bifurcation, as x→ +∞ and x→ −∞, respectively. Above can be identified1
with (B.4), assuming zP corresponds to either of the index a˜ and b˜.2
For each of the wave modes appearing in the expressions (3), (4), and (7), (8), the
energy flux can be determined as a product of energy density and the group velocity
[16]. The energy flux, for instance, for the incident wave mode is given by
Ei(˜i) =
∑
y∈ZN−10
|A|2|e(κi)ν |2|v(ξP )| = |A|
2
ω
sin |ξP |. (9)
Due to the simplicity of assumed square lattice structure, ξP = κx > 0 when the wave3
is incident from the terminal I, i.e., the intact portion, while ξP < 0 when the wave4
is incident from either of the two terminals A or B, i.e., the bifurcated portions.5
The reflectance and transmittance (same as Eq. (5.3), (5.5), (5.6) and Remark6
5.1 of Part I) are given by the following general expressions for the wave incidence7
from the I terminal (assuming zP corresponds to the index i˜):8
RI (˜i) = CRT (˜i)
∑
z∈Z+I
D−(z)N+(z)
N−(z)D′+(z)
zP
(z − zP )2 , (10)
TA(˜i) = CRT (˜i)
∑
z∈Z−A
D−(z)N+(z)
N′−(z)D+(z)
zP
(z − zP )2 , (11)
TB (˜i) = CRT (˜i)
∑
z∈Z−B
D−(z)N+(z)
N′−(z)D+(z)
zP
(z − zP )2 , (12)
where CRT (˜i) =
zPN−(zP )D+(zP )
D′−(zP )N+(zP )
. (13)
With D+(z) = Q+(z)D˚+(z) and D′−(z) = Q−(z)D˚
′
−(z) for the type II bifurcation,9
the same expressions hold (after swapping [11] N and D). In particular, for the wave10
incidence from the I terminal in the type II bifurcation (assuming zP corresponds to11
the index i˜, i.e., zP = z˜i,),12
RI (˜i) = CRT (˜i)
∑
z∈Z+I
N−(z)D˚+(z)
D˚−(z)N′+(z)
zP
(z − zP )2 , (14)
TA(˜i) = CRT (˜i)
∑
z∈Z−A
N−(z)D˚+(z)
D˚′−(z)N+(z)
zP
(z − zP )2 , (15)
TB (˜i) = CRT (˜i)
∑
z∈Z−B
N−(z)D˚+(z)
D˚′−(z)N+(z)
zP
(z − zP )2 , (16)
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where CRT (˜i) =
zP D˚−(zP )N+(zP )
N′−(zP )D˚+(zP )
. (17)
In the context of this paper, it is natural curiosity whether the procedure of Part1
I can be also repeated for the incidence from the bifurcated portions and recover2
the expressions same as or similar to (14), (15), (16) and (17). Indeed, for the wave3
incidence from the terminal A or B, while omitting details as they are similar to the4
case of incidence from terminal I provided in Part I, it is found that the reflectance5
and transmittance are given by (assuming zP corresponds to the index a˜, i.e., zP = za˜,6
for (18), (19), and to b˜, i.e., zP = zb˜, for (20), (21))7
RA(a˜) = CRT (a˜)
∑
z∈Z−A
D−(z)N+(z)
N′−(z)D+(z)
zP
(z − zP )2 , (18)
TB(a˜) = CRT (a˜)
∑
z∈Z+B
D−(z)N+(z)
N−(z)D′+(z)
zP
(z − zP )2 , (19)
8
RB(b˜) = CRT (b˜)
∑
z∈Z−B
D−(z)N+(z)
N′−(z)D+(z)
zP
(z − zP )2 , (20)
TA(b˜) = CRT (b˜)
∑
z∈Z+A
D−(z)N+(z)
N−(z)D′+(z)
zP
(z − zP )2 , (21)
and the common expression for the transmittance and CRT are
TI(a˜) = TI(b˜) = CRT
∑
z∈Z+I
D−(z)N+(z)
N−(z)D′+(z)
zP
(z − zP )2 ,
(22)
where CRT = CRT (a˜) = CRT (b˜) =
zPN−(zP )D+(zP )
N′+(zP )D−(zP )
, (23)
where zP corresponds to a˜ and b˜ for CRT (a˜) and CRT (b˜), respectively. Analogous9
expressions hold for the incidence from the bifurcated portion of the type II bifurcation,10
taking cue from the sentence preceding that containing (14), (15), (16), and (17).11
3. Conductance matrix12
According to Fig. 2, the elements of Z+I (resp. Z
−
I ) are indexed by i (resp. i˜) with a
range 1 . . . NI = #Z+I , while the elements of Z
−
A,B (resp. Z
+
A,B) are indexed by a, b
(resp. a˜, b˜) ranging from 1 to NA,B = #Z−A,B (note that N
A ≤ Na and NA ≤ Nb
due to assumed lattice structure). With these symbols for channels, the Landauer–
Bu¨ttiker formalism [17, 18, 19] relates the scattering matrix to the conductance matrix
components of the sample (with three terminals) as
GAI = GIA:=Tr(τIA˜NI×NAτ
IA˜†
NI×NA),
GBI = GIB:=Tr(τIB˜NI×NBτ
IB˜†
NI×NB),
GAB = GBA:=Tr(τBA˜NB×NAτ
BA˜†
NB×NA).
(24)
Note that the factor zP /(z − zP )2 in (10)–(23) can be also replaced by an alternate
expression −z/(z − zP )(z − zP ) as z, zP lie on the unit circle in complex plane. The
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detailed expressions (24) can be seen to possess the general form
GAB =
∑NA
A˜=1
∑NB
B=1
G(zA˜)
F(zA˜)
F(zB)
G(zB) , (25)
where A,B belong to the set {I,A,B} and F = D−N+ and G = D+N− for type1
I bifurcation and with F = N−(za)D˚+(za) and G = N+(za)D˚−(za) for type II2
bifurcation.3
Figure 3. (left to right) The conductance matrix elements for all three bifurcated
waveguides of type I (Na = 3, Nb = 4, N = 7), i.e., (a), (b), (c) on the left side of
Fig. 2.
In fact,
GIA = GAI =
∑NI
i˜=1
TA(˜i) =
∑NA
a˜=1
TI(a˜),
GIB = GBI =
∑NI
i˜=1
TB (˜i) =
∑NB
b˜=1
TI(b˜),
GBA = GAB =
∑NB
b˜=1
TA(b˜) =
∑NA
a˜=1
TB(a˜).
(26)
A graphical illustration of the three off-diagonal components of the conductance4
G are provided in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. Labels (a, b, c) and (a′, b′, c′) correspond to5
boundary depicted in Fig. 2. A sample of numerical study accommodating variations6
in the width of terminals is presented in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. It is worthy of note7
that due to translation symmetry in S◦◦◦, i.e. case (b) of Fig. 2, there exists a wave8
mode corresponding to the common lowest branch in the dispersion relations of three9
waveguides which is transmitted without any change. The corresponding contribution10
to the conductance is excluded in Fig. 3(b) and Fig. 5(b).11
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Figure 4. (left to right) The conductance matrix elements for all three bifurcated
waveguides of type II (Na = 3, Nb = 4, N = 8), i.e., (a’), (b’), (c’) on the right
side of Fig. 2.
Table 3. Wiener–Hopf kernel related details for the symmetrically bifurcated
square lattice waveguides (C: common factor)
S.no strip N D or D˚ W-H eq. Figure C
(a) S◦•• VNal WNal (2.8)
†, (7.8)† 2(a)† VNal
(b) S◦◦◦ HUNal−1 2TNal (2.8)
†, (7.8)† 2(b)† HUNal−1
(a’) S••• 2TNal+1 UNal (3.4a)
†, (A.14) 2(a’)† UNal
(b’) S•◦◦ HWNal VNal (3.4a)
†, (A.14) 2(b’)† VNal
4. Discussion1
(a). Symmetric bifurcation2
For the symmetric bifurcated waveguides, i.e. when Na = Nb, it is easy to see that
GIA = GIB since TA(˜i) = TB (˜i) so that GIA = GAI = GIB = GBI = 12
∑NI
i˜=1(1−RI (˜i)).
In view of the symmetry, there is an overlapping property as mentioned in §7.2 of
Part I, the Wiener–Hopf kernal also simplifies (see the kernel related information in
Table 3), hence, the conductance can be written as a sum of two terms one that comes
from perfectly transmitted modes (which also correspond to the zeros of the common
factor in Table 3 that lie on the unit circle in complex plane) while the other from the
scattered modes. Thus, for example, in case of type I bifurcation
GIA =
1
2
∑
even modes
1 +
1
2
∑NI
i˜=1
D−(z˜i)N+(z˜i)
N′−(z˜i)D+(z˜i)
∑NA
a=1
N−(za)D+(za)
D′−(za)N+(za)
z˜iza
|za − z˜i|2
, (27)
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Figure 5. The conductance matrix elements for the type I bifurcated waveguide
(a) (N = 10 and Na = 2, 3, 4, Nb = N − Na corresponding to (i)–(iii)), (b)
(N = 11 and Na = 2, 3, 4, 5, Nb = N −Na corresponding to (i)–(iv)), (c) (N = 11
and Na = 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, Nb = N − Na corresponding to (i)–(viii)) listed as
(a), (b), (c), respectively, in Table 1 and Fig. 2.
where N and D correspond to Table 3 for (a) and (b). Further, when the incidence is
from any of the other two terminals, say A, then RA(a˜) = TB(a˜), so that
GAB = GBA = −1
2
∑NA
a˜=1
N−(za˜)D+(za˜)
D−(za˜)N′+(za˜)
∑NB
b=1
D−(zb)N+(zb)
N′−(zb)D+(zb)
za˜zb
|zb − za˜|2
= −1
2
∑NB
b˜=1
N−(zb˜)D+(zb˜)
D−(zb˜)N
′
+(zb˜)
∑NA
a=1
D−(za)N+(za)
N′−(za)D+(za)
zb˜za
|za − zb˜|2
.
(28)
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Figure 6. The conductance matrix elements for the type II bifurcated waveguide
(a’) (N = 14 and Na = 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, Nb = N − 1 − Na corresponding to (i)–(v)),
(b’) (N = 13 and Na = 2, 3, 4, 5, Nb = N − 1−Na corresponding to (i)–(iv)), (c’)
(N = 8 and Na = 2, 3, 4, 5, Nb = N − 1 −Na corresponding to (i)–(iv)) listed as
(a’), (b’), (c’), respectively, in Table 2 and Fig. 2.
For type II junction, the first term in (27) needs to be replaced by 12
∑
odd modes 1.1
The graphical plot of conductance entries GAI (= GBI) and GAB are shown in Fig.2
7 (a correspondence, and contrast due to symmetry, with (a), (b) of Fig. 3 and (a’),3
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Figure 7. Dispersion curves and the conductance matrix elements GAI (= GBI),
GAB (left to right in each set) for both ((a) and (b)) symmetric type I bifurcated
waveguides (Na = Nb = Nal = 4, N = 2Nal = 8) as well as for both ((a’) and (b’))
symmetric type II bifurcated waveguides (Na = Nb = Nal = 4, N = 2Nal+1 = 9).
(b’) of Fig. 4 is natural).1
(b). Application to out-of-plane phonon dominated thermal transport2
In the 3 × 3 thermal conductance matrix for the three terminals (Fig. 1), σαβ
[20, 21, 22, 23], where α, β belong to the set {I,A,B}, is given by (using the physical
frequency ω = csω/b [24], and the definition β = ~cs/kBTb)
σαβ = σβα =
~
2pi
∫ ∞
0
Gβα(ω)ω
∂f(ω, T )
∂T
dω
=
3β3σQ
pi2
∫ ∞
0
Gβα(ω)
ω2exp(βω)
(exp(βω)− 1)2 dω,
(29)
where Gβα is the sum of phonon transmission probability, i.e.
∑Nα
α˜=1 Tβ(α˜), over all
allowed modes from terminal α to terminal β, as derived in the previous section. Also
f(ω, T ) = (exp(~ω/kBT ) − 1)−1 is Bose-Einstein distribution function [20, 21] for
heat carriers at the terminal. Typically σ is expressed in terms of the unit quantum
[20, 21] of thermal conductance σQ = pi
2kB
2T/(3h). The expression (29) for the
thermal conductance contains the sum over the the incident modes, say indexed by m,
propagating in the α terminal and the integration over the interval [ωm;min, ωm;max] as
the pass band of the mth mode. Also 1/(kBT ), kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the
(absolute) temperature, and ~ is Planck’s constant. The effect of scattering is captured
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Figure 8. Thermal conductance matrix elements σβα and σβα corresponding
to Fig. 5.
by the presence of conductance function Gβα. For perfect (ballistic) transmission,
above expression (29) equals
σballβα =
3β3σQ
pi2
∫ ∞
0
Gballβα (ω)
ω2exp(βω)
(exp(βω)− 1)2 dω. (30)
Let
σAI :=
σAI
σballAI
, σBI :=
σBI
σballBI
, σAB:=
σAB
σballAB
.
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Figure 9. Thermal conductance matrix elements σβα and σβα corresponding
to Fig. 6.
As illustrations, Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 depict the temperature dependence of σAI , σBI , σAB1
as well as σAI , σBI , σAB. In the case of asymmetry, whenever Na 6= Nb, a natural2
application to thermal rectifiers exists. Due to availability of a succint closed form3
expression for the conductance function Gβα presented in the previous section, the4
corresponding analysis is more amenable and less intensive in comparison to the more5
common computational approach [25, 26].6
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(c). Application to electronic transport1
Over the last two decades, electronic transport through three-terminal junction2
devices has received huge attention [6] owing to their non-linear electrical properties.3
The formalism based on the scattering-matrix method (Landauer-Bu¨ttiker viewpoint4
[17, 18, 19, 27]) takes quantum interference effects into account while incorporating5
large flexibility in the modelling of arbitrary potential profiles. The waveguides with6
discrete Dirichlet boundary condition are natural for the electronic transport, for7
instance the case corresponding to Fig. 2(a’). Following [28], for small differences of8
the electrochemical potentials µβ − µα, in the linear response regime, the current in9
α terminal (with f as the Fermi-Dirac distribution function and gs as spin factor) is10
Iα = gs
|e|
h
∑
β,β 6=α
∫
dµGαβ(µ)
∂fα(µ)
∂µ (µβ−µα) = − 1|e|
∑
β,β 6=αGαβ(µβ−µα). Denoting11
the voltage differences between contacts α and β as Vα − Vβ , it is seen that Iα =12
−∑β,β 6=αGαβ(Vα−Vβ), where the off-diagonal elements of the conductance G (with13
symmetry due to time-reversal symmetry) are Gαβ = Gβα = −gs e2h
∫
dµGαβ(µ)
∂fβ(µ)
∂µ .14
The unit of electronic quantum conductance becomes GQ =
e2
pi~ . Thus, a calculation15
of the electrical conductance from the asymptotic form of the scattering states [29]16
can be done, in exactly the same way as carried out earlier in this paper; eventually17
yielding an extremely simple expression given by the form (25).18
5. Concluding remarks19
In this paper, a succinct closed form expression for the transmission matrix based20
conductance is provided for the bifurcated discrete waveguides of square lattice. It21
is found that the three-terminal Landauer–Bu¨ttiker conductance across the terminals22
can be adjusted by modifying the number of channels and the type of confinement in23
the waveguides. Overall, the presented work can be seen as a prototypical example of24
recently presented applications in the honeycomb [30, 31] structures as well; in fact25
[30] deals with the electronic counterpart of the problem and its results have been also26
reported in popular media [32]. The discrete paradigm of the bifurcated waveguides,27
introduced in the paper, is anticipated to encompass several applications in futuristic28
technological devices, engineering, and science that involve elastic, phononic, or29
electronic transport at nanoscale. It is anticipated to provide an analytical tool for30
the study of special Y-shaped three-terminal ballistic junction, which may play an31
important role in the design of nanoscale devices.32
Acknowledgments The partial support provided by IITK/ME/20090027 and33
SERB MATRICS grant MTR/2017/000013 is gratefully acknowledged.34
Appendix A. Wave incident from the bifurcated portion35
The discrete Fourier transform uF of {um}m∈Z is defined by
uFy = uy;+ + uy;−,
uy;+(z) =
+∞∑
x=0
ux,yz
−x, uy;−(z) =
−1∑
x=−∞
ux,yz
−x.
(A.1)
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By (2),
Q (z)uFy (z)− (uFy+1(z) + uFy−1(z)) = 0,
Q (z):=4− z − z−1 −ω2, λ:= r − h
r + h
,
h :=
√
H , r :=
√
R ,H :=Q − 2,R :=Q + 2.
(A.2)
The complex functions H , R , and λ are defined [33] on C\B where B denotes the union
of branch cuts for λ, borne out of the chosen branch −pi < argH (z) < pi,<h(z) >
0,<r (z) > 0, sgn=h(z) = sgn=r (z), for h and r such that |λ(z)| ≤ 1, z ∈ C \ B, as
ω2 = =ω is positive. The general solution of (A.2) is given by the expression
uFy (z) = P (z)λ(z)
y +Q(z)λ(z)−y, z ∈ A, (A.3)
where P,Q are arbitrary analytic functions on suitable annulus A around the origin in1
the complex plane. The discrete Fourier transform uFy (A.1) of the sequence {ux,y}x∈Z2
is well defined for all relevant values of y [34].3
A brief account of the formulation is provided below that indicates certain4
modifications in the analysis of the discrete bifurcated waveguide problem when the5
wave is incident from the bifurcated part of the waveguide. The scattering of a wave6
incident from any of the two bifurcated portions occurs due to the intact bonds between7
two fictitious separated waveguides above and below the bifurcation.8
Due to their frequent appearance, it is useful to define
zP :=e
−iκx ∈ C, δD+(z):=
∑+∞
n=0
z−n, z ∈ C,
δD−(z):=
∑−1
n=−∞ z
−n, z ∈ C.
(A.4)
(a). Type I bifurcation9
Using the multiplicative factorization L = L+L−, the Wiener–Hopf equation (7.8) of
Part I, involving the Fourier transform of the unknown v (i.e., vx = ux,0−ux,−1, x ∈ Z),
can be expressed as L−1+ (z)v+(z) + L−(z)v−(z) = C(z), z ∈ A where C(z) =
( 1L+(z) − L−(z))Av(κi)(−1)δD+(zz
−1
P ), z ∈ A, and L = N/D with outer boundary
condition dependent N and D as given in Table 1. For short form of expression,
v(κi):=(e(κi)Nb+1 − e(κi)Nb). An additive factorization [35] C = C+(z) + C−(z) with
C±(z) = ±Av(κi)(L−(zP )− L∓1± (z))
δD+(zz
−1
P )δs,B , z ∈ A,
(A.5)
and a reasoning based on the Liouville’s theorem, indeed, entirely identical to that
applied for incidence ahead of the bifurcation [11], leads to the solution of the discrete
Wiener–Hopf equation, in terms of the one-sided discrete Fourier transform, as
v±(z) = C±(z)L±1± (z),
z ∈ C, |z| ≷ maxmin {R±, R±1L }.
(A.6)
The complex function vF as a complete solution for both directions of incidence
(indicated by s = A for incidence from portion ahead of bifurcation and s = B for
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either of the portions in the bifurcated region) is given by
vF (z) = AC0
zK (z)
z − zP ,K (z):=
1− L(z)
L−(z)
,where
C0:=−
v(κi)
L+(zP )
δs,A − v(κi)L−(zP )δs,B ∈ C,
(A.7)
for z ∈ A. Since vx = 12pii
∮
T v
F (z)zx−1dz, x ∈ Z, where vF = v+ + v−, as
x → ±∞, the asymptotic expression for v can be obtained by analyzing (A.6) with
vx =
1
2pii
∮
T v±(z)z
x−1dz, x ∈ Z±. Indeed, for s = B, after deforming the contour of
integration and applying residue calculus, the exact expression is given by (assuming
ω2 > 0)
vx = ±
∑
z=z∗,|z∗|≶1
Res C±(z)L±1± (z)z
x−1, x ∈ Z±, (A.8)
where C± is given by (A.5) and where the sets of z corresponding to outgoing waves
are given in (5). Hence,
vx ∼ Av(κi)N−(zP )
D−(zP )
∑
Z+I
N+(z)
D′+(z)
zx
z − zP ,
vx ∼ Av(κi)(−zxP +
N−(zP )
D−(zP )
∑
Z−AB
D−(z)
N′−(z)
zx
z − zP ),
(A.9)
as x → +∞, x → −∞, respectively. The far-field can also be determined using the1
normal mode expansion as above, and after solving for the coefficients, it is found that2
total displacement field is given by (7) as x→ +∞ and x→ −∞, respectively.3
(b). Type II bifurcation4
The incident wave mode is assumed that satisfies the equation of motion of the
appropriate bifurcated portion. Hence, analogous to (2), utx+1,0 + u
t
x−1,0 + u
t
x,1 +
utx,−1 + (ω
2 − 4)utx,0 = 0, x ≥ 0, (ω2 − 4)utx,0 = 0, x < 0, i.e.
ux+1,0 + ux−1,0 + ux,1 + ux,−1
+uix,1 + u
i
x,−1 + (ω
2 − 4)ux,0 = 0, x ≥ 0,
(ω2 − 4)ux,0 = (ω2 − 4)uix,0 = 0, x < 0.
(A.10)
After application of the discrete Fourier transform (A.1) (note u0;− = 0),
−u0,0z + u−1,0 + (u1;+ + u−1;+)
+(ui1;+ + u
i
−1;+) = (4− (z + z−1)−ω2)u0;+,
(ω2 − 4)u0;− = (ω2 − 4)ui0;− = 0.
(A.11)
It is natural to define wF and V by
wF (z) = uF+1(z) + u
F
−1(z),w
F = uF0 V . (A.12)
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By a rearrangement of (A.11), using (A.12) and (A.1), it follows that w satisfies (as
the counterpart of Eq. (3.2) of Part I)
Q u0;+ = wi+ + W + w+ on Ac, (A.13)
where W is given by W (z):=u−1,0 − zu0,0 = −ui−1,0 − zu0,0 = −zu0,0, z ∈ C (i.e. Eq.
(3.2c) of Part I) as ui−1,0 = 0. Further, upon substitution of the equation (A.13),
the discrete Wiener–Hopf equation for w+ and w− is found to be (compare with Eq.
(3.4a) of Part I)
Lw+ + w− = (W + wi+)Q
−1V on A, (A.14)
with L = N/D = N/(Q D˚) with outer boundary condition dependent N and D as
given in Table 2. Similar to §3.5 of Part I, further analysis can be carried out for the
incidence from the bifurcated portion of the waveguides. In this case, in place of Eq.
(3.15) of Part I, with C = (W + wi+)(L
−1
− − L+), which leads to
C±(z) = ∓z(−u0,0)(L±1± (z)− l+0)
∓ (−ui−1,0)(L±1± (z)− l−0)
∓A(e(κi)Nb+2 + e(κi)Nb)δD+(zz−1P )(
L±1± (z)− L−1− (zP )
)
,
(A.15)
where l−0 = limz→0 L
−1
− (z). Finally, the solution of (A.14) is written (same as Eq.
(3.16) of Part I) as
w±(z) = C±(z)L±(z)
∓1, z ∈ C, |z| > maxmin {R±, R±1L }.
Using the inverse discrete Fourier transform, wx =
1
2pii
∮
T w±(z)z
x−1dz, x ∈
Z±, and upon substitution of (A.15), the exact expression can be constructed.
Thereby, the expression for u0;+ can be found using (A.13) and u
t
0,0 is obtained as
ut0,0 = −Ae(κi)Nb+1L+(zP )Q (zP )/(l+0(zP − z−1q )). Using the inverse discrete Fourier
transform,
u0,0 =
1
2pii
∮
T
u0;+(z)z
−1dz
=
1
2pii
∮
T
Q−1(z)(wi+ + W + w+)z
−1dz.
(A.16)
Recall that
Q (z) = z−1q (1− zqz)(1− zqz−1) = −z−1(z − zq)(z − z−1q ),
So
u0,0 =
1
2pii
∮
T
(wi+ + W + w+)
−z−1(z − zq)(z − z−1q )
z−1dz
=
1
2pii
∮
T
(wi+ + W + w+)
−(z − zq)(z − z−1q )
dz
= (−ui−1,0 − z−1q u0,0 + w+(z−1q ) + wi+(z−1q ))/(z−1q − zq)
= (u−1,0 + zqui0,0 − w−(zq))/(z−1q − zq).
(A.17)
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Here
C+(z) = −z(−u0,0)(L+(z)− l+0)
−A(e(κi)Nb+2 + e(κi)Nb)δD+(zz−1P )(
L;+(z)− L−1− (zP )
)
,
(A.18)
so that
w+(z
−1
q ) = C+(z
−1
q )L
−1
+ (z
−1
q )
= −z−1q (−u0,0)(1− L−1+ (z−1q )l+0)
−A(e(κi)Nb+2 + e(κi)Nb)δD+(z−1q z−1P )(
1− L−1+ (z−1q )L−1− (zP )
)
.
(A.19)
Hence,
0 = −z−1q u0,0L−1+ (z−1q )l+0
+ A(e(κi)Nb+2 + e(κi)Nb)δD+(z
−1
q z
−1
P )
L−1+ (z
−1
q )L
−1
− (zP ),
(A.20)
which gives u0,0 = A
e(κi)Nb+2
+e(κi)Nb
l+0(z
−1
q −zP )L−(zP )
. The complex function uF0 as a complete
solution on the bifurcated rowfor both directions of incidence (indicated by s = A
for incidence from portion ahead of bifurcation and s = B for either of the portions
in the bifurcated region) is given by
uF0 (z) = AC0
zK (z)
z − zP ,K (z):=
1
(1− zqz−1)L+(z)
, z ∈ A,
where C0:=e(κi)Nb+1Q (zP )L+(zP )(z
−1
q − zP )−1δs,A
+
e(κi)Nb+2 + e(κi)Nb
(z−1q − zP )L−(zP )
δs,B ∈ C.
(A.21)
Notice that irrespective of the direction of incidence, C0 = l+0A
−1ut0,0.1
Further, for s = B, a far-field approximation yields
wx ∼ A(e(κi)Nb+2 + e(κi)Nb)
N+(zP )
D+(zP )
1
zP − z−1q∑
z∈Z+I
z − z−1q
z − zP
D+(z)
N′+(z)
zx,
wx ∼ A(e(κi)Nb+2 + e(κi)Nb)
N+(zP )
D+(zP )
1
zP − z−1q∑
z∈Z−AB
z − z−1q
z − zP
N−(z)
D′−(z)
zx
−A(e(κi)Nb+2 + e(κi)Nb)(1− L(zP ))zxP ,
(A.22)
as x → +∞, x → −∞, respectively, where the sets of z corresponding to outgoing2
waves are given in (5). The far-field can also be determined using the normal3
mode expansion as above, and after solving for the coefficients, it is found that total4
displacement field is given by (4) as x→ +∞ and x→ −∞, respectively.5
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Appendix B. Scattering matrix for three terminal junction1
The far-field in a bifurcated waveguide (see Fig. 2) can be determined (suitably) in
terms of the normal modes associated with the different portions (ahead, indicated by
subscript (i), and behind, by (a) and (b)) of the bifurcated lattice waveguides (see Fig.
2). The normal modes§ for a square lattice waveguide with fixed or free boundary
are well known (see [15] for an elaborate list). Recall that [11] for the incidence from
the portion ahead (see Fig. 1 top) of the bifurcation (Ignore the superscript t on u in
contrast to the notation for the total wave field earlier.), the transmitted wave ahead
and behind the bifurcation tip, respectively, is given by, as x → +∞ and x → ∞,
respectively,
uIx,y ∼ Ae(˜i)νzxi˜ + A
∑NI
i=1
T˜iie(i)νz
x
i ,
and uAx,y ∼ A
∑NA
a=1
T˜iae(a)νz
x
a ,
uBx,y ∼ A
∑NB
b=1
T˜ibe(b)νz
x
b .
(B.1)
It is prudent to define the coefficients in above expression, so called reflection and
transmission amplitudes as appropriate [29], in the following manner:
τII˜
i˜i
= T˜ii
√
|vi|
|v˜i|
, τA,BI˜
a,b˜i
= T˜ia,b
√
|va,b|
|v˜i|
, (B.2)
where v denotes the group velocity of the indicated (by subscript) wave mode. Using
the subscript on u to denote the incident wave channel and the superscript to denote
the portion into which the wave field is asymptotically evaluated, (B.1) can be
expressed in this notation, as x → +∞ and x → ∞, respectively, in the following
manner
uI
i˜
∼ u˜i +
∑NI
i=1
τi˜i
√
|v˜i|
|vi|ui,
and uA,B
i˜
∼
∑NA,B
a,b=1
τa,b˜i
√
|v˜i|
|va,b|ua,b.
(B.3)
Also for the incidence from the bifurcated portion (see Fig. 1 center and bottom
corresponding to a˜ and b˜, respectively), the transmitted wave ahead and behind the
bifurcation tip, respectively, is given by
uIx,y ∼ A
∑NI
i=1
Ta˜,b˜ie(i)νz
x
i , x→ +∞,
uA,Bx,y ∼ Ae(a˜,b˜)νzxa˜,b˜ + A
∑NA
a=1
Ta˜,b˜a,be(a,b)νz
x
a,b,
uB,Ax,y ∼ A
∑NB
b=1
Ta˜,b˜b,ae(b,a)νz
x
b,a, x→ −∞.
(B.4)
§ See Footnote 2.
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Using a concise notation, above can be expressed as
uA,B
a˜,b˜
= ua˜,b˜ +
∑NA,B
a,b=1
τa,ba˜,b˜
√
|va˜,b˜|
|va,b|ua,b,
uB,A
a˜,b˜
=
∑NB,A
b,a=1
τb,aa˜,b˜
√
|va˜,b˜|
|vb,a|ub,a,
uI
a˜,b˜
=
∑NI
i=1
τia˜,b˜
√
|va˜,b˜|
|vi| ui.
(B.5)
Similar to (B.2), it is natural to consider the relations
τIA˜,B˜
ia˜,b˜
= Ta˜,b˜i
√
|vi|
|va˜,b˜|
,
τA,BA˜,B˜
a,ba˜,b˜
= Ta˜,b˜a,b
√
|va,b|
|va˜,b˜|
.
(B.6)
The general solution to the equation of motion, at a fixed frequency ω, has the
form
u = I˜I u˜i + I˜Aua˜ + I˜Bub˜. (B.7)
The asymptotic form of u is
I˜I u˜i +
NI∑
i=1
(˜IIτi˜i
√
|v˜i|
|vi| + I˜Aτia˜
√
|va˜|
|vi| + I˜Bτib˜
√
|vb˜|
|vi| )ui
in the terminal I
I˜Aua˜ +
NA∑
a=1
(˜IIτa˜i
√
|v˜i|
|va| + I˜Aτaa˜
√
|va˜|
|va| + I˜Bτab˜
√
|vb˜|
|va| )ua
in the terminal A
I˜Bub˜ +
NB∑
b=1
(˜IIτb˜i
√
|v˜i|
|vb| + I˜Aτba˜
√
|va˜|
|vb| + I˜Bτbb˜
√
|vb˜|
|vb| )ub
in the terminal B.
(B.8)
Following tradition [29], it is appropriate to define1
OI ≡
√
|vi|O˜I = IIτi˜i + IAτia˜ + IBτib˜, (B.9)
OA ≡
√
|va|O˜A = IIτa˜i + IAτaa˜ + IBτab˜, (B.10)
OB ≡
√
|vb|O˜B = IIτb˜i + IAτba˜ + IBτbb˜, (B.11)
where
OI,A,B ≡
√
|vi,a,b|O˜I,A,B,
and
II,A,B ≡
√
|v˜i,a˜,b˜ |˜II,A,B
can be easily identified as the flux amplitudes. Note that ui represents a wave
moving outward from the nanojunction, while u˜i is a wave moving inward towards
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the nanojunction, deep in A lead, analog holds for both I and B leads. Thus, above
equations (B.9)–(B.11) define a linear relation between the flux amplitudes of outgoing
and incoming waves. This relation can be written in a matrix form using the matrix
S, that relates the outgoing flux amplitudes OI,A,B to the incoming flux amplitudes
II,A,B [29]. The S matrix is a
(NI +NA +NB)× (NI +NA +NB)
matrix. Using the labels of these channels denoted by i = 1, 2, . . . , NI , a, b =
1, 2, . . . , NA,B, with
O = [O1I · · · ON
I
I O
1
A · · · ON
A
A O
1
B · · · ON
B
B ]
T
and
I = [I1I · · · IN
I
I I
1
A · · · IN
A
A I
1
B · · · IN
B
B ]
T ,
above has the general form O = SI. In particular, the coefficient matrix can be
expressed as
S =
τII˜NI×NI τIA˜NI×NA τIB˜NI×NBτAI˜NA×NI τAA˜NA×NA τAB˜NA×NB
τBI˜NB×NI τ
BA˜
NB×NA τ
BB˜
NB×NB
 . (B.12)
Recalling the relations between the transmission and reflection probabilities, it is easy
to show that the S matrix is unitary, i.e., SS† = S†S = 1, which is another way of
expressing particle flux conservation [29]. As a necessary consequence of the unitarity
it follows that ∑NI
i=1
|τII˜
i˜i
|2 +
∑NA
a=1
|τAI˜
a˜i
|2 +
∑NB
b=1
|τBI˜
b˜i
|2 = 1,∑NI
i=1
|τIA˜ia˜ |2 +
∑NA
a=1
|τAA˜aa˜ |2 +
∑NB
b=1
|τBA˜ba˜ |2 = 1,∑NI
i=1
|τIB˜
ib˜
|2 +
∑NA
a=1
|τAB˜
ab˜
|2 +
∑NB
b=1
|τBB˜
bb˜
|2 = 1,
(B.13)
for arbitrary i˜, a˜, and b˜, respectively, corresponding to the incidence from the1
respective portions I,A, and B. (B.13) can be identified as the statement of energy2
balance for the mechanical lattice model (without dissipation). The equation (B.13)13
has been established as the zero lemma by Part I for the incidence from the direction of4
portion I (the other two cases of incidence from A and B are analogous), i.e. R = RI5
and T = TA + TB defined by (10) and (11)&(12) (and (14) and (15)&(16)) for the6
ribbons, satisfy the condition R + T = 1. In view of (9), the statement of the zero7
lemma stated in Part Ican be re-written as Ei(˜i)RI (˜i) +Ei(˜i)TA(˜i) +Ei(˜i)TB (˜i) = Ei(˜i),8
Ei(a˜)TI(a˜)+Ei(a˜)RA(a˜)+Ei(a˜)TB(a˜) = Ei(a˜), Ei(b˜)TI(b˜)+Ei(b˜)TA(b˜)+Ei(b˜)RB(b˜) =9
Ei(b˜), for arbitrary i˜, a˜, and b˜, respectively, corresponding to the incidence from the10
respective portions I,A, and B.11
Appendix C. Chebyshev polynomials12
Using the zeros of Chebyshev polynomials [36], in particular, Table 3 and Eq. (100)
of a recent paper [15], the dispersion relations for the elementary three kinds of outer
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boundary conditions for square lattice waveguides can be written in terms of
Un =
∏n
j=1
(H + 4 sin2 j2(n+1)pi),
Vn =
∏n
j=1
(H + 4 sin2 j−
1
2
2n+1pi),
Wn =
∏n
j=1
(H + 4 sin2 j2n+1pi),
Tn =
∏n
j=1
(H + 4 sin2 j−
1
2
2n pi),
(C.1)
where H is defined in (A.2) (also recall that H = 2(ϑ− 1).). Using Table 1 and (C.1)1
the ‘transparent’ wave modes can be identified by seeking the common factors in the2
three possible pairs of the sets as listed in each of the six cases (recall Fig. 2) of3
bifurcation:4
(a) { jN+1}Nj=1, {
j− 12
Na+
1
2
}Naj=1, { j−
1
2
Nb+
1
2
}Nbj=1;5
(b) { jN }N−1j=0 , { jNa }
Na−1
j=0 , { jNb }
Nb−1
j=0 ;6
(c) { j− 12
N+ 12
}Nj=1, { j−
1
2
Na+
1
2
}Naj=1, { jNb }
Nb−1
j=0 ;7
and8
(a’) { jN+1}Nj=1, { jNa+1}
Na
j=1, { jNb+1}
Nb
j=1;9
(b’) { jN }N−1j=0 , {
j− 12
Na+
1
2
}Naj=1, { j−
1
2
Nb+
1
2
}Nbj=1;10
(c’) { j− 12
N+ 12
}Nj=1, { jNa+1}
Na
j=1, { j−
1
2
Nb+
1
2
}Nbj=1.11
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